
 

 

room2 appoints award winning general manager                                                                           

to launch hometel concept in Southampton 

Release: immediate 

 

room2, which is launching the revolutionary hometel concept in the UK, has appointed an 

award-winning general manager to help open its first full scale venue, in Southampton in 

June. It follows a successful pilot property which was launched in London two years ago.  

Hometels combine the best bits of a hotel with the comfort and convenience of your own 

home and 41-year-old James Nichols boasts impressive credentials for innovation and 

entrepreneurship within the hospitality sector.  

His track record includes working as general manager for the famous Hotel du Vin brand at 

its original locations of Winchester, Bristol and Henley on Thames, and delivering 

outstanding growth for Caracoli, the high-end food and beverage business which now has 

five sites across the south.  

While operations director and owner, Caracoli won The Telegraph Magazine’ Best Small 

Shop in Britain 2012, for Food. James was also recognised in 2006 as one of the top 30 

young managers in the UK.  

James knows the area well, living in Winchester with his wife and three children. He said: 

“As a city Southampton is known for its innovation and willingness to adopt new ideas. Not 

only that, it’s an excellent location, both as a destination in its own right and a base for 

visiting the region … and room2 is challenging the status quo. It’s the perfect combination.  

“To be in at the beginning of this journey is really exciting. The market is evolving and so are 

customers and the typical hotel guest. They are seeking somewhere with fewer rules – 

somewhere they feel at home without having their schedule and routine interrupted. The 

room2 concept is derived from these needs.” 

Essentially, room2 is looking to bridge the gap between an Airbnb and a hotel. Guests will 

have their own living room and kitchen space, but they’ll also have the peace of mind of 

hotel-level security and cleanliness. For families, the Southampton property even has rooms 



with split level mezzanine floors, so the kids have somewhere to play and sleep within the 

safety of the room itself.  

James’ first priority is getting the right team around him. He said: “As essential as the 

concept is, it’s the people that live the brand and make the experience feel more homely. We 

are currently in the recruitment process and looking for “roommates” as we like to call 

ourselves. 

“The ideal candidates will be people with passion, enthusiasm and character. Real people 

with real personalities who will genuinely want to make our house a home for our guests.  

“More than anything we want bright engaging people who have a story to tell. We all have 

passions and things that fascinate us… whether they be DJing, organising talks, speciality 

cooking, teaching yoga, flower arranging, or running beehives and making honey. We bring 

our interests to work and we want our team to spend time sharing their passions with 

colleagues and our guests” 

James explained about the actual recruitment process itself: “We like to approach things in a 

slightly different manner, so we are running a series of group style challenges and teamwork 

sessions where we hope to see candidates’ passion, individualism and expertise come to 

the fore. At the moment we’re recruiting for key roles, which are flexible in nature, so I would 

like to hear from anyone who is as excited as I am about what we’re looking to deliver.” 

Bookings have just gone live for room2’s Southampton hometel, which is due to open its 

doors in June. Among its features are 71 rooms, which all come with their own kitchen, large 

smart TV, comfy bed, seating area, equipped bathroom, USB chargers, free Wi-Fi and 

hairdryers. Find out more at www.room2.com 
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